The zero divisors of R/I for every ideal / of a Noetherian ring is a finite union of primes. We take this property as a definition and study the class of rings so defined. Such rings are stable under localization and quotients. They are not stable under integral closure and are highly unstable under polynomial adjunction. The length of maximal R sequences is well defined on them.
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[April Let a eZR(M). Then a/1 eZBs(Ms) by Lemma 1. Say a/1 =p/s with p epx and s e S. Then there exists a teS with tsa = tp. Hence tsaepx but /s^/?, since px<^ZB(M). Thus a e/7i as desired. Definitions.
Let F be a ring and 7 an ideal of R. I is primary if abe I and a $ I implies bn elfor some n. A ring is called Laskerian if every ideal is the intersection of a finite number of primary ideals.
Information on primary ideals, primary decomposition, and Laskerian rings abounds. See, for example, [1, Chapitre 4] .
The next proposition is certainly known although I have been unable to find a suitable reference for it since treatments of primary decomposition often assume R Noetherian. Definitions. Let R be a ring and M an F module. Then Ass (M) is the set of primes of F which are the annihilators of elements'of M. If {myie/ is a set of elements of M, then {/w¡}je; are weakly independent if m¡ is not in the submodule of M generated by {m,}je,_m for all i e I. The {Wj}ie/ are strongly independent if no m¡ is 0 and for all i e I, rmt in the submodule generated by {m,}jeI_w implies rm¡ = 0.
Proposition 8. Let R be a ring and M an R module. If every weakly independent set of M is finite, then any set of primes in Ass (M) which are pairwise incomparable is finite.
Proof. Let {Pi}is; be an infinite set of pairwise incomparable elements of Ass (M). Say Pi = ann(Wj). Then {m^eI is not weakly independent. Thus for some j,ji,...,j"eland rik e R, w; = 2"=i rJkmJk. Hence Pi=>(\l = iPik. Pj prime implies P]=>PJk for some k. This contradicts the choice of the P's.
Theorem 9. Let R be a ring and X and Y indeterminants over R. Then (1) If R is not Noetherian, R[X] has an infinite weakly independent set. (2) If R has an infinite weakly independent set, then R/I has an infinite strongly independent set for some ideal I of R. for some n and some rk e R[X]. Comparing coefficients of A'* and noting that only SUi rkakXk has terms in X} on the right-hand side, we see that a¡ e (ax,..., a;_i). This is a contradiction.
(2) Let {rj\jei be an infinite weakly independent set. Let / be the ideal generated by {i/y | SjTj is in the ideal generated by rk where k e J-{j}} where it is understood that z-y runs over all the elements of {rj}jeJ. Then if r] is the image of r¡ in R/I, {r'i}>ej is an infinite strongly independent set of R/I. Suppose t'r'¡ is in the ideal generated by (/*)&«/_ o>,//. Then trj-mel where mel¡, the ideal generated by (rAej-w Hence There is a one-to-one correspondence between the maximal ideals of P' and P" given by m¡ <-> m¡ n R". We proceed by induction on zz after replacing R by P". Let n= 1 and /be an ideal of P'. If ZB.(P'//) contains rrtj n Rx, then it equals nŝ ince nti is the only prime of P' containing mx n P. Hence, ZR,(R'/I) is a finite union of primes. If ZR,(R'/I)iç>mx n P, there exists /e n^ n R -Z(R'/I). Let S = {l,f,f2,... As before it is enough to prove that ZR-S((R'/I)S) is a finite union of primes. But R's is the integral closure of Rs and R's, and the maximal ideals of Rs and R's are in one-to-one correspondence. But Rs is either 2-dimensional which forces R's to be Noetherian or Rs is 3-dimensional with strictly fewer maximal ideals. Hence, ZR-S((R'/I)S) is a finite union of primes and P' is Z.D. as desired. Nagata in [4, p. 207] gives an example of a 3-dimensional Noetherian local ring, P, whose integral closure, P', is not Noetherian. Proposition 12 asserts P' will be Z.D. P' is a domain whose prime structure is at least as complicated as P's. In particular P' has many infinite sets of pairwise incomparable primes which could make P' fail to be Z.D. if they were the zero divisors on some R'/I. Nagata's example contains an imperfect (and hence infinite) field. R[X] will be 4-dimensional with integral closure R'[X] which is not Z.D. by Proposition 11. Hence, Proposition 12 cannot be significantly strengthened. We state this as There are at least two proofs of the invariance of the length of a maximal R sequence in the Noetherian case. The homological one breaks down for nondiscrete rank 1 valuation rings mod any nontrivial ideal. The second proof taken from [2] or [3, p. 88] adapts almost without change to the Z.D. case. In the Noetherian case, R sequences are finite. I do not know this for Z.D. rings. Hence the following theorem is to be interpreted as allowing infinite R sequences if they exist. Proof. It evidently suffices to prove the following: If xt, yt 6 7and *«■,..., x"is a maximal R sequence on A and yx,..., yn is an R sequence on A, then y1}..., yn is maximal. We proceed by induction on n.
n=l. After a change of notation we have the following setup: x and y are in 7, they are nonzero divisors on A, and 7 consists of zero divisors on A/xA. We must prove that 7 consists of zero divisors on A/yA. Pick any i e I. Then (i, y) is a finitely generated ideal of zero divisors on A/xA. Hence, by Lemma 14 there is an element u + ^ 0 in A/xA annihilated by (/, v). Restating this in A, we have ue A -xA with (i, y)w=xA. Say yu = xv and iu = xw. Then we claim v<£yA and iveyA. Hence ieZ(A/yA) and i<=Z(A/yA) as desired. If v=ya, then xv = xya=yu. Cancelling the y, since it is a nonzero divisor, yields xa = u. But u£xA. Next we show iveyA. For xiv = iyu=yxw. Cancelling the x gives iv=yw.
General n. For brevity let us write z <£ Z(Bn) while xn is a maximal R sequence on Bn. Now the fact that z is not a member of any of Z(Bn_2), Z(Bn_3),..., Z(By), together with Theorem A, allows us to push z ahead of the x's one step at a time until we reach the conclusion that
